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work experience

my two cents

education Bachelor’s of Fine Arts in Industrial Design from the
College for Creative Studies. Graduated May 2011.

Completed studio courses sponsored by Hagie, Michelin, 
and WTSI / TARDEC.
    Awarded 3rd place in the WTSI / TARDEC competition: $1,000    
 prize and 1/5th scale model of my design milled and rapid prototyped.    
 Displayed at the 2011 North American International Auto Show     
 (Detroit, MI).
  Received recognition in the Michelin competition:
 Final presentation board and holographic projection of my design also  
 displayed at the 2011 NAIAS.

I’ve always been very interested in things that move people, one way or 
another, whether its the feelings they invoke, the thoughts they pro-
voke, or the problems they solve. Good design is the key to creating so-
lutions, making useful, attractive products, and improving people’s lives. 
Not many days go by that I don’t ride my Sportster, which has been a 
project since day one, and has become quite a representation of my 
design philosophies. I’m trying very hard to learn bass guitar, and I also 
enjoy drawing unsuspecting individuals in coffee shops. HIRE ME, please

Worked for Revolution Design Studios full-time from May 
2011 until July 2013; Completed work for:
College for Creative studies
  Completed and prepped many student models to be milled and rapid  
 prototyped.

Harley-Davidson
    Created Alias modeling tutorials for H-D employees utilizing      
 various production and concept parts.

GIBBS Technologies
  Involved in product development and design updates of current     
 production and concept vehicles.

HARMAN
    Involved in development of concept automotive speakers designed   
 for the 2013 Toyota Avalon, revealed at the 2012 SEMA Convention.
  Initial design work on interior door panel of Lincoln MKZ to     
 attractively package Revel brand speakers.

Additional work:
    Also completed concept and production work for Renntech, Roush,  
 EDAG, Rossion, Rivian Automotive, Ford, DENSO, Heide        
 Performance Products, and NGI. Unfortunately, due to non-disclosure  
 agreements, I am currently unable to publish details about many     
 concepts which I was involved in. 
    I was tasked with every step of the design process as well as some of  
 the production process, based on the specific contract. From research  
 to the final concept, all the way to final product. I have excellent     
 ideation skills, rendering manually, in photoshop, or a 3D model, and  
 I have become a very experienced Alias sculptor. 


